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Abstract. This paper presents an experience repository aiming to support the reuse of generic aspects of security risk analyses documentation. The generic aspects address three main purposes. They are used to
(1) characterize and document the target of evaluation, its context and
the assumptions on which the analysis is based, (2) specify undesirable
behavior, impacts and scenarios resulting from security breaches and
threats, (3) document security risk analysis results. The generic aspects
are documented in so-called experience packages. An experience package
is either constructive or supportive. A constructive experience package
may be instantiated, specialized, extended or adjusted into concrete risk
analysis documentation. A supportive experience package, supports the
process of documenting by capturing methodological aspects in the form
of checklists, patterns, and manual or automated procedures. Each experience package is decomposed into 22 concerns, each of which addressing a specific aspect in the overall security risk management process.
Concerns consists of elements, examples of which are UML diagrams,
table formats, domains of risk values, or sets of guidewords for structured brainstorming. The repository currently contains 139 elements.
The elements have been extracted from major security analyses within
e-commerce and telemedicine.

1

Introduction

The use of UML has in recent years gone beyond the traditional domains of
business modeling and software development. The recently concluded CORAS
project [1] has developed a tool-supported UML methodology for model-based
security risk analysis (in the sequel referred to as security analysis). CORAS
addresses security-critical systems in general, but places particular emphasis on
IT security. IT security includes all aspects related to defining, achieving, and
maintaining confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-repudiation, accountability, authenticity, and reliability of IT systems [12]. An IT system in our approach
3

is not just technology, but also the humans interacting with the technology, and
all relevant aspects of the surrounding organization and society.
An important aspect of the CORAS project has been the practical use of
UML to support security management in general, and security analysis in particular. The CORAS security analysis methodology makes use of UML models
for three different purposes:
– To describe the target of evaluation at the right level of abstraction. To properly analyze security, technical system documentation is not sufficient; a clear
understanding of system usage and its role in the surrounding organization
or enterprise is just as important. UML allows these various aspects to be
documented in a uniform manner.
– To facilitate communication and interaction between different groups of stakeholders involved in a security analysis. One major challenge when performing
a security analysis is to establish a common understanding of the target of
evaluation, threats, vulnerabilities and security risks among the stakeholders
participating in the analysis. CORAS has developed a UML profile aiming to
facilitate improved communication during security analysis, by making the
UML diagrams easier to understand for non-experts, and at the same time
preserving the well-definedness of UML. The profile has been integrated as
part of the proposed UML Profile for Modeling Quality of Service and Fault
Tolerance submitted to OMG in August this year [21].
– To document security analysis results and the assumptions on which these
results depend to support reuse and maintenance. Security analyses are costly
and time consuming and should not be initiated from scratch each time
we analyze a new or modified system. Documenting analyses using UML
supports reuse of analysis documentation, both for systems that undergo
maintenance and for new systems, if similar systems have been analyzed
earlier.
A security analysis mirrors in many respects a requirements analysis. Users,
system experts, decision makers and analysts are required to communicate in
order to capture and analyze the functionality and characteristics of the system
in question. Whereas the desired behavior of the system is the focus during a
requirements analysis, a security analysis focuses on the undesirable behavior.
Together these views complement each other by documenting both the ’good’
and the ’bad’ side of the analyzed system. This duality is illustrated by Fig. 1.
In the case of requirements analysis we employ use-case diagrams to capture desired behavior; in the case of security analysis we employ mis-use-case
diagrams [18] for the same purpose. Of course there is more to security analysis
than describing threat scenarios, but to assign risk values to risks we need to understand under which circumstances risks may appear and which consequences
they may have on system assets. Specification languages such as UML has an
important role to play here.
A significant part of the results of a security analysis carried out on an ITsystem will typically have a certain general character. To avoid starting from
scratch for every new analysis, it is important to gather these general aspects.
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Fig. 1. Composed use-case diagram

Such generic aspects are captured in so-called reusable elements which may take
the form of UML-diagrams, tables and natural language. These elements are
often related and this motivates the grouping of related elements into experience
packages.
The process of risk analysis may produce a large volume of information, and
dealing with this information is a non-trivial task. Furthermore, the security
analysis process is highly elaborate. This motivates the need for a computerized
repository which effectively manages the extraction, reuse and maintenance of
experience packages. Such a repository has been development within the CORAS
project. The objective of this paper is to present the underlying structure and
design of this repository.
The remainder of the paper is structured into five sections. Section 2 starts
by defining a structure for experience packages. It also explains the difference
between constructive and supportive packages. Section 3 describes the existing
library of experience packages and examples of how the elements were extracted.
Section 4 presents a number of usage scenarios. Section 5 provides an overview
of the computerized experience repository and its role in the CORAS platform.
Section 6 provides a brief summary and relates the proposed approach to known
approaches from the literature.
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Fig. 2. High-level specification of repository and experience packages

2

Structuring Experience Packages

Reusable elements which logically belong together are grouped into experience
packages. Each element may be applicable in several settings and can therefore
be included in several experience packages. The experience packages belong to
a specific domain, e.g., e-commerce or telemedicine. The elements in each experience package are divided into 22 concerns and 5 viewpoints. The concerns
correspond to the various activities in the CORAS model-based security analysis
methodology [3], and the viewpoints are taken from the ISO standard RM-ODP
(Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing) [11].
One example of a concern is the assets concern. This concern contains elements that may be used to support and assist asset identification. Asset identification is the activity of identifying anything that stakeholders find valuable and
which must be protected. An example of a reusable element in the asset concern
is presented in Sect. 4.2. Each element belongs to one or more concerns and one
or more viewpoints. The elements of the assets concern typically belong to the
enterprise viewpoint which is one of the five viewpoint defined by RM-ODP.
Fig. 2 shows a UML specification of the repository structure. Experience
packages are classified as either constructive or supportive packages, which contain constructive and supportive elements, respectively. This classification is
based on whether or not the element can be used directly as part of a security
analysis result. Constructive elements become an actual part of the generated
results during a security analysis, while supportive elements provide support in
generating these results by capturing methodological aspects and patterns.
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Constructive elements basically provide starting points when performing the
security analysis. They often have the form of a diagram, list or table where
specific open fields need to be filled in. In other words, constructive elements
provide outlines to make the generation of security analysis results as easy as
possible. Supportive elements on the other hand have a more guiding character. They provide a recipe, or helping hand, during either the instantiation of
constructive reusable elements or the making of new reusable elements.
Notice that constructive and supportive elements can also be combined. A
constructive element providing a skeleton of an element containing security analysis results, could be easier to fill in with the help of a supportive element. Fig. 3
shows the different types of constructive and supportive elements that are used
in the experience packages.

3

Library of Experience Packages

The computerized repository developed under the CORAS project currently
contains 139 reusable elements. In the following we describe in what way, and
from which sources they were extracted, in addition some statistics are provided
on the kind of elements that were found.
The 139 reusable elements were basically extracted from three sources: the
security analysis documentation resulting from two major security analysis trials
carried out during the CORAS project, in addition to the experiences from the
development of the CORAS methodology itself.
One trial addressed an e-commerce platform, the other trial analyzed a
telemedicine application. The e-commerce platform has been developed in the
context of the R&D project EP-27046-ACTIVE, co-funded by the European
Commission under the ESPRIT program. The e-commerce platform [8] is based
7

on Java and Internet technology and supports integrated retail services. The
platform addressed in the CORAS trial constitutes a core part of the ACTIVE
system. See [16] for more details, experiences and results.
The other trial addressed two telemedicine applications deployed within the
greek regional health network on Crete that links hospitals and public health
centers [19, 20].
3.1

Trial generated elements

Results from the trials come in different forms; UML-diagrams, tables, check lists
and natural language, to mention the most important ones. Table 1 provides a
classification of the 139 identified elements. The table distinguishes between
constructive (con) and supportive (supp) elements, in addition to the general,
e-commerce and telemedicine domains.
38 of these elements are UML-diagrams, 58 are tables and check lists, and 43
are expressed in natural language. The UML diagrams are either expressed in
standard UML [15] or in the CORAS UML profile for security analysis [9, 21].
In both trials UML-diagrams were used to describe the target of evaluation.
The constructive tables under the general category are standard table formats
strongly related to the CORAS methodology. The questionnaires, procedures
and guideline elements, helping the analysts during the analysis, are typically
supportive elements.
During the trials, analysis documentation is produced in the different forms
described above. Most of the documentation will have a specific character. Some
aspects though, will have a certain generic flavor, making them potentially
reusable for later analyses. These aspects are the source for generating the
reusable elements, like the 139 elements mentioned above. Giving some insight
into this process, Fig. 4 illustrates the extraction of four reusable elements from
a threat diagram.
The core diagram illustrates how four attackers may interact with three assets
via two mis-use-cases. From this diagram four reusable elements are extracted.
Three of these are supportive, in the sense that they provide check lists. Generalization is used to classify the different types of information, threats and attackers. The constructive element provides a general pattern for the construction of
threat diagrams.

4

Usage Scenarios

As mentioned previously, the CORAS risk management process is supported by
22 concerns. In the following we demonstrate how elements may be reused in a
security analysis of a contrived Internet application named Internet Music Shop
(IMS) with respect to two of these concerns.
The example also demonstrates the CORAS UML profile for security analysis
[9, 21]. This profile makes extensive use of stereotypes with easy-to-understand
8

Table 1. Element Classification

General
Con

Sup

E-commerce

Telemedicine

Con

Con

Sup

Sup

Total

Class diagram

8

1

9

Collaboration /
Deployment

2

1

3

Use-case diagram

5

4

9

1

2

4

Threat diagram

1

Sequence

5

5

Activity diagram

5

5

SWOT diagram

1

Table

3

2

33

33
7

Questionnaire

3

3

8

12

11

11

General guideline

4

Procedures
Definition

8

6
44

29

27

10

25

Checklist

3

8

11

18

17
10

139

icons for representing various concepts of relevance for security analysis documentation. The motivation for the use of such stereotypes are twofold: (1) UML
diagrams are used as medium for the communication between participants in a
security analysis, which also include people that are not necessarily experts on
modeling or security analysis but rather domain experts or experts on the target
of evaluation. The use of stereotypes with icons support this communication. The
domain experts are not themselves required to draw these diagrams, but they
need to understand them. (2) A security analysis usually involves a good deal of
swapping between diagrams and tables, and because of this we sometimes want
to extract data from a diagram and put them in a table. This is made simpler
by marking the data in diagrams with stereotypes.
4.1

Internet Music Shop

The Internet Music Shop (IMS) is an internet portal where users may register
and buy single songs. The two main functions of IMS are (1) register, which
enables users to register an account and get a customer number and a password,
and (2) login which enables registered users to log on to the system and buy
requested songs.
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Fig. 4. Resulting elements leading to reusable elements

The UML sequence diagram in Fig. 5 shows a normal interaction between a
customer and IMS. After the customer has registered with a name and a credit
card number, the IMS provides the customer with a customer number and a
password. The customer then logs in whereupon IMS returns a list of songs and
a session number which is used by throughout the rest of the session. The box
labeled loop in the figure indicates that a customer may request and pay for
songs several times during a session. The box labeled alt specifies that after a
song has been requested either (1) an insufficient credit message is returned or
(2) a confirm messages is returned if the customer has sufficient credit to pay
for the requested song.
The state diagram in Fig. 5 shows the behavior of IMS after a customer has
logged in.
10
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Fig. 5. Sequence diagram and state diagram

4.2

Assets Concern

An important part of a security analysis is to identify the assets of relevance
for the target of evaluation; if there is nothing of value, there is really nothing
to analyze. Because of similarities in classes of security-critical systems, like
Internet services that include payments, generic assets are easily identified. Such
generic assets are organized in specialization trees and these trees will in the asset
identification play the role as check lists or guidelines. An example is shown in
Fig. 6.
Generic assets may be included in the documentation of asset identification,
alongside with more specific assets. The owner and value of assets are not necessarily generic and all generic assets will not always be relevant, so the asset trees
are mainly help and inspiration for the team carrying out the security analysis
and should not necessarily be included in the security analysis documentation
as a whole.
Looking at Fig. 6 again, we can identify 5 assets that are relevant with respect
to IMS. These are customer personal data, credit card number, order history,
customer list and sales statistics.
Identified assets are documented in asset diagrams where also the stakeholders to whom the assets belong are represented. The assets are assigned values in
specific asset table. An example of an asset diagram related to IMS is illustrated
in Fig. 7. Here all relevant information assets that were identified in the reusable
element shown in Fig. 6 are included in addition to some new assets.
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Fig. 7. Diagram showing identified information assets for IMS

4.3

Threats Concern

Much of a security analysis is about identifying threats to assets. One of the
techniques applied for threat identification in our methodology is Hazard and
Operability analysis (HazOp) [17]. HazOp is in general a brainstorming activity
structured by the use of guidewords. In addition to providing structure, the
purpose of the guidewords is to help the participants in a HazOp session –
usually a mixture of HazOp experts, security experts and experts on the target of
evaluation – to identify as many of the existing threats as possible. The outcome
of a HazOp analysis is a table, filled in during the session, that organizes the
identified threats.
The experience repository provides a number of predefined sets of guidewords
as supportive elements. To put even more structure to a HazOp and to increase
12

For each input use case diagram
For each use case
For each sequence diagram specifying the use case: Transfer
information from the sequence diagram to the HazOp table.
For each asset in the sequence diagram (represented either as
message or as object): Insert asset in the asset column together
with an ID in the ID column
CASE:Asset represented as message (comment: an asset can be
represented as several messages with the same name)
...
CASE:Asset represented as object
For each input or output event on its lifeline
For each guideword in the guideword list
For each attribute in the attribute list: Identify threats to event
For each identified threat: Identify unwanted incident
For each unwanted incident: Describe consequence if possible
Fig. 8. Procedure for applying use case and sequence diagrams in HazOp
Table 2. HazOP table
ID

StakeAsset Item Guideholder
word
...
...
...
...
...
1.3.13 Customer Password ret
disclosure
...
2.2.20

...
IMS

...

...

Threat- Threat- Unwanted
agent scenario incident
...
...
...
Eaves- Password Misuse
dropper stolen
of
account
...
...
...
...
...
...
IMS abort other Hacker Unfair Cust. gets
money
msg
exchange song for
free
...
...
...
...
...
...

the understanding of the analyzed system, the security analysis team may use
parts of system documentation, for example UML sequence diagrams, as input
to a HazOp.
In order to identify threats based on the diagram in Fig. 5, a security analysis
team would combine this with a set of guidewords, for example {disclosure, other
msg}, in correspondence with the procedure of Fig. 8. The result will clearly be
a very long table, but not all the rows will be interesting. The team will go
through the table and identify the rows that might represent a threat, and in
case, what kind of threat.
Table 2 shows a small sample of the rows in the resulting table. The italic
entries are filled in by the team, while the rest is the result of applying the procedure together with the sequence diagram and the set of guidewords. Application
of the procedure can be automated, saving the team for a considerable amount
of work.
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Fig. 9. Threat scenario sequence diagrams

IMS Threat Scenarios

Eavesdropper

Malicious customer

Password
Password stolen

Unfair exchange

IMS money

Fig. 10. Threat scenario overview

The two threat scenarios identified in the HazOp table are documented as
sequence diagrams in Fig. 9. The left most diagram illustrates what may happen
if the ret message is disclosed by an eavesdropper. The eavesdropper may then
use the disclosed information to log in and buy songs on IMS. The right most
diagram specifies what happens if a malicious customer sends a pay message instead of an abort message after the insufficient credit message has been received.
The customer would then get a song for free. Please consult the state diagram
in Fig. 5 to see that this situation can occur. This state diagram is, of course,
poorly designed and it would have to be modified. An overview of the threat
scenarios is visualized in the threat scenario diagram in Fig. 10.
4.4

Summary

Considering the above examples, it is clear that there are several kinds of reusable
elements and different ways of applying them. In this section we have seen examples of some usage scenarios:
14

– Generic assets from a check list (supportive reusable element) were used to
inspire the construction of an asset diagram. This can be generalized to other
generic types: stakeholders, threats, treatments, etc.
– A HazOp table (constructive reusable element) was filled in and added to
the security analysis documentation. This can clearly be generalized to all
kind of tables.
– The table (constructive reusable element) was partially filled in by use of a
procedure (supportive reusable element) applying a set of guidewords (supportive reusable element) and a UML sequence diagram. Similar procedures
have been defined for other kind of security analysis methodology and kinds
of UML diagrams. For example do asset diagrams (as in Fig. 7) provide the
basis for filling in much of an asset table automatically.
– A threat was modeled in a threat diagram using a threat scenario template
(constructive reusable element) that was specialized to represent an identified
threat.

5

Computerized Repository

As should be clear by now, the security analysis process is highly elaborate and
involves documentation of many different kinds. An experience repository to
support this process must deal with large volumes of information. Computerized support for managing the extraction, maintenance and reuse of experience
packages is highly required.
A computerized repository based on the principles outlined above has been
made publicly available as open source [5]. In the following we describe the
overall structure and design of this repository, and how it is integrated in the
overall CORAS platform provided for security analysis.
During a security analysis, a lot of valuable information is generated. Future
access to the information needs to be guaranteed, and the information needs to
be shared between various modeling and security analysis tools. In addition, it
is important that information stored in different places is consistent.
Though the security management process is model-driven, a UML repository
for security analysis data does not deal exclusively with models, but must also
be able to include tables and other constructs such as event trees [6] and fault
trees [10]. To satisfy this requirement, the repository is based on standardized,
XML-based data formats, such as XMI for the interchange of UML models.
Our UML repository is implemented on top of the open-source XML database
eXist [14]. An XML database provides many of the features found in conventional
databases: storage (XML documents), schemas (XML schema, DTDs), query
languages (XQuery, XPath, XQL etc.), programming interfaces (SAX, DOM,
JDOM), and so on.
Fig. 11 shows an overview of the CORAS platform. The platform is used
to store the results from ongoing and completed security analyses, as well as
the reusable elements and experience packages. These are stored in two separate repositories, the Assessment repository for the analysis results, and the
Experience repository for the reusable elements.
15
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Fig. 12. Integration layer and platform

The platform GUI provides the end-user with administrative functionality,
such as creating new security analysis projects and managing the reusable elements and experience packages.
Many entities of a security analysis, e.g. assets, stakeholders and threats, appear in several different places in the analysis results. It is therefore important
to ensure that the various security analysis results are mutually consistent with
regards to these entities. To do this, we designate certain results from a security analysis as authorative sources of information regarding the various data
entities, e.g. the stakeholder table is the authorative source of information for
stakeholder data. This authorative information is extracted from these results
and represented in an internal data model, and is then later used for consistency
checking, e.g. to ensure that the various security analysis results are consistent
with the set of stakeholders defined by the stakeholder table. A similar approach
is followed to ensure consistency between reusable elements in the experience
packages.
A wide variety of UML modeling tools and risk analysis tools exist and are
in use by security analysts and system engineers today. It is therefore important
for our platform to provide flexible support for integration with external tools.
To this end, the platform provides an integration layer with a defined API which
tools can use to integrate with the platform, utilizing standardized XML formats
for data integration. Fig. 12 shows the components of this integration layer and
the platform in more detail. Logically, the platform contains the two repositories
as well as the internal data model shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11 defines three different viewpoints or roles. The platform user represents the end-user, e.g. a security analyst who uses the CORAS platform together
16

with various modeling and security analysis tools to support the security analysis process. The platform integrator is responsible for integrating the various
external tools with the CORAS platform, using the integration interface. The
platform developer is responsible for implementing the CORAS platform itself,
making sure that it provides the functionality specified by the integration interface.
Many modern UML modeling tools and security analysis tools are able to
readily generate textual notation of a table or model in XML. Semantic interoperability between UML models and security analysis documents is made possible
by exploiting a plethora of XML technologies and tools. For instance, consistency checking between different elements in the repository is implemented using
XSLT. The clear separation of content from style, the powerful search mechanism, the enhanced portability and the interoperability of XML have proven
to be very helpful for our purposes. Such an XML-based UML repository can
manage both textual - risk tables, procedures etc. - and non-textual documents
- fault tree diagrams, UML class diagram etc.

6

Conclusions

We have presented the overall design and architecture of a computerized experience repository aiming to support security analysis. In particular, we have
specified the storage structure and explained the difference between constructive
and supportive elements. We have also presented statistics with respect to the
library of reusable elements generated so far, and described from what context
and how they were extracted. Furthermore, we have illustrated their intended
role in a number of usage scenarios. Finally, we have described the overall structure and architecture of the computerized repository, and outlined its integration
in the CORAS platform.
For details on the overall CORAS approach we refer to [1, 3, 7]. The CORAS
UML profile is further described in [9, 21]. Experiences from the use of CORAS in
major trials within e-commerce and telemedicine are documented in [16] and [19],
respectively.
There are other approaches to model-based risk assessment; see for instance
CRAMM [2], ATAM [4], SA [22] and RSDS [13]. The particular angle of the
CORAS approach with its emphasis on security analysis tightly integrated in
a UML and RM-ODP setting is however new. In particular, the issue of maintenance and reuse of analysis results has received very little attention in the
literature.
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